Personal News, Facts, Fancies and Brief Happenings Abroad as Told by the Cables

SOVIET DROPS MANY COMMUNIST AGENTS FROM ITS PAYROLL
Replacing Them in Foreign Employment by Old Carlist Officials.

TAKING BOUNTIOUS AIR
Stopping at Pleasure Berlin Hotels and Using Expensive Motor Cars.

TRANSFER PRESS SUSPENSION
Unemployed Revolutionists Scatter to Africa and South America.

J. C. Christie Wanted

Red and Green Unite in Hungarian Move
Son of Inventor of Soldiers' Uniform Claims Award.

Legitimate Births Increase in Paris
High Cost of Living Blamed for Fewer Maternities.

Anton Lang Will Not Go to America
Passion Play Star Says Large Offers Don't Attract Him.

French Ministry
Condemns Esperanto
Says It Is Being Used to Hinder National Culture.

EMPEROR OF ANNAM DELIGHTS PARISIANS
Bringing Youthful Crown Prince and Wearing Picturesque Native Garb.

YOU FLY TO RIGHT BUT WALK TO LEFT IN MERRIE ENGLAND
To Prevent Accidents in Air and on Earth Rules of the Road Will Be Diametrically Opposed Regulations Will Have Been Adopted.

POPE INTERVenes IN ITALIAN POLITICS
Right Wing of Popular Party to Become Definite Catholic Organization.

POPE INTERVenes IN ITALIAN POLITICS
Eighty Wing of Popular Party to Become Definite Catholic Organization.

Zita's Hand Seen in Hungarian Move
Reported to Have Bought Legitimacy to the Modern In Propaganda.

American Women's Suffrage Ameliorated
Two From Canada Start Girls' Schools With Costumes.

American Musicians Arrive in Berlin
Visit German Capital to Hear the Latest Productions.

Fantin Castle Comes Up for Sale
Stronghold of Douglas Clan, Forged From Staves.

American Women's Suffrage Ameliorated
Two From Canada Start Girls' Schools With Costumes.

French Automobile Makers Boost Output
André Citroën Says Capacity Is Greater Than That of U. S. Factories.

Poor German Authors Lack Copyright Here
Most New Pay 5¢, 10¢, for What Once Cost 6¢.

American Women's Suffrage Ameliorated
Two From Canada Start Girls' Schools With Costumes.

American Women's Suffrage Ameliorated
Two From Canada Start Girls' Schools With Costumes.

A Poet's Life in Cincinnati
J. J. Wright Dressed in Letter

Heavy Taxes Would Cut Bataille Legacy
Goncourt Academy Denies to Women's Rights Lovers of Old.

Too Old to Die at 70.

American Women's Suffrage Ameliorated
Two From Canada Start Girls' Schools With Costumes.

Too Much Kissing in Pantheon Crypt
Summer Tourists May Be Kept From Kissing It.

FIND AMONG THE ARTICLES TO BE FOUND IN THIS SECTION ARE:

ALCOHOL INTOXICATED AIR AMMUNITION SHOULD STOP COMING.

OIL IN OCEAN HURTS BRITISH SEA BATHING
Bill Proposes Fine for Discharge in Navigable Waters.

Irish Flax Growers to Be Paid Industry
Committee Formed to Encourage Large Scale Production.

The New York Herald
NEW YORK, SUNDAY, JULY 2, 1922.

A mong the articles to be found in this section are:
How the Battle of Gettysburg Would Have Been Fought Under Modern Conditions.

Air Armaments Should Stop Coming.

Air Armaments Should Stop Coming.